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About the
Internship
Program

OpenLab Interns will undergo training
to join the OpenLab Team. They will
contribute to semester-long projects
aimed at enhancing the OpenLab
platform and offering assistance and
engagement to the OpenLab
community. This semester’s projects
consist of:

Community Support
Community Outreach Campaigns: Did You Know?
Series
ePortfolio Student Engagement through The Buzz,
Tutorials, Workshops, and Swag (printed
handouts/stickers)
WordPress Theme enhancements, Development
Testing, and additional theme options



How I found the
Job

https://openlab.citytech.cuny.edu/comd4900internship/





Weekly
Meetings

Every week, we held a Zoom
meeting with the team and
collaborators to track the
progress of our work.



Communication
We would be using Asana to
communicate with each other. Asana is a
software-as-a-service platform for team
collaboration and work management.
Teams can use Asana to create projects,
assign tasks, set deadlines, and
communicate directly within the platform.
Asana has four tiers of service: Basic,
Premium, Business, and Enterprise.





ePortfolio Community Outreach Campaigns –
Janieca/Corey Student Engagement via The Buzz,
Campus Screens, Swag (printed handouts/stickers)
Student Support eg Tutorials, Screencasts, Workshops
Consult with the Director of the Professional
Development Center, Work with peer mentors for First
Year Programs, or for the program itself

My Role



Whats the Buzz ?
"The Buzz" on OpenLab usually
involves discussions, updates, and
enthusiasm regarding the platform's
activities, projects, and community
interactions. This may cover:

Project Showcases
Collaborative Initiatives
Community Engagement
Platform Updates
Events and Workshop
"The Buzz" mirrors the lively and active essence
of the OpenLab City Tech community, highlighting
its collaborative ethos, creativity, and dedication
to education and involvement.



My  Posts on the Buzz



Building an Eportfolio on
Openlab



Word Press and Open Lab

OpenLab is built on top of WordPress, leveraging its
robust CMS capabilities. This integration means that
all the powerful features of WordPress are available
within OpenLab, including customizable themes,
plugins, and user management. Using WordPress as a
foundation allows OpenLab to offer extensive
customization options. Users can create personalized
websites, blogs, and ePortfolios. The flexibility of
WordPress ensures that OpenLab can be tailored to
meet the specific needs of various educational and
collaborative projects.



What I have learned
Integrating Asana and WordPress has enabled

me to offer a wide range of skills and best
practices in project management, content

management, and digital collaboration.

Asana

Task Creation and Assignment
Establishing Deadlines and
Prioritizing
Implementing Structured
Workflows
Collaborating within the Team
Tracking Time and Schedules
Achieving Milestones and
Objectives

Word Press

Content Management
Theme Customization:.
Plugin Utilization
Basic Coding:
Website Hosting
Responsive Design and UI Design
Social Media Integration



For watching this presentation

THANK YOU


